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BUY MARKET ORDER

Current Market 1.2755

Buy Market (This is our Entry)

1.2755

Trader would like to go long at the 
current market price. 

Current Market: 1.2755

Entry: 1.2755

Stop Loss:

Target:

NOTES: Market order can be placed as 
entry orders, or used to exit a trade as well. 
If the trader is currently in a position they 
can execute a Market Order to exit the 
position. Please beware, if you are long the 
current position, then you must use a sell 
order to exit. 
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SELL MARKET ORDER

Current Market 1.2755

Sell Market (This is our Entry)

1.2755

Trader would like to go short at the 
current market price. 

Current Market: 1.2755

Entry: 1.2755

Stop Loss:

Target:

NOTES: Market order can be placed as 
entry orders, or used to exit a trade as well. 
If the trader is currently in a position they 
can execute a Market Order to exit the 
position. Please beware, if you are long the 
current position, then you must use a sell 
order to exit. 
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BUY LIMIT (ENTRY)
Trader would like to go long below 
the current market price.

Current Market: 1.2740

Entry: 1.2700

Stop Loss:

Target: 

1.2700

Buy Limit (This is our Entry)

Current Market 1.2740
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SELL LIMIT (ENTRY)

Current Market 1.2755

Sell Limit (This is our Entry)

1.2800

Trader would like to go short above 
the current market price.

Current Market: 1.2755

Entry: 1.2800

Stop Loss:

Target:
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BUY STOP MARKET
Trader would like to go long above 
the current market price.

Current Market: 1.2700

Entry: 1.2730

Stop Loss:

Target:

1.2730
STOP (This is our Entry)

Current Market 1.2700
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SELL STOP MARKET
Trader would like to go short below 
the current market price.

Current Market: 1.2800

Entry: 1.2760

Stop Loss:

Target:

1.2760

STOP (This is our Entry)

Current Market 1.2800
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BUY STOP LIMIT

1.2730
STOP (This is our Entry)

Current Market 1.2700

1.2735
LIMIT (CXL Trade if not filled by)    

Trader would like to go long above 
the current market price. If entry 
price is not hit, it stays pending until 
order is cancelled. 

Current Market: 1.2700

Entry (STOP PRICE): 1.2730

Entry (LIMIT PRICE): 1.2735

Stop Loss (Lower TTO):

Target (Upper TTO):

NOTES: Initially places a stop limit order (either a buy 
or sell), which works like a Stop Market order with 
one major exception. Once the order is activated (by 
the currency trading at or through the stop price), it 
does not become a market order. Instead, it becomes 
a limit order with a specified limit price. Your order fill 
price will be either at your specified limit price or 
better. 
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SELL STOP LIMIT
Trader would like to go short below 
the current market price. If entry 
price is not hit, it stays pending until 
order is cancelled. 

Current Market: 1.2800

Entry (STOP PRICE): 1.2760

Entry (LIMIT PRICE): 1.2755

Stop Loss (Upper TTO):

Target (Lower TTO):

1.2760
STOP (This is our Entry)

Current Market 1.2800

1.2755
LIMIT (CXL Trade if not filled by)

NOTES: Initially places a stop limit order (either a buy 
or sell), which works like a Stop Market order with 
one major exception. Once the order is activated (by 
the currency trading at or through the stop price), it 
does not become a market order. Instead, it becomes 
a limit order with a specified limit price. Your order fill 
price will be either at your specified limit price or 
better. 
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BUY LIMIT + TTO
Trader would like to go long below 
the current market price with a stop 
loss and target price.

Current Market: 1.2740

Entry: 1.2700

Stop Loss: 1.2680

Target: 1.2780 Upper TTO (Target Price)

1.2780

1.2680

Lower TTO (Stop Loss)

1.2700

Buy Limit (This is our Entry)

Current Market 1.2740
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SELL LIMIT + TTO

Current Market 1.2755

Sell Limit (This is our Entry)

1.2800

Upper TTO (Stop Loss)

1.2820

1.2740

Lower TTO (Target Price)

Trader would like to go short above 
the current market price with a stop 
loss and target price.

Current Market: 1.2755

Entry: 1.2800

Stop Loss: 1.2820

Target: 1.2740
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BUY STOP + TTO
Trader would like to go long above 
the current market price with a stop 
loss and target price. 

Current Market: 1.2700

Entry: 1.2730

Stop Loss: 1.2710

Target: 1.2790 Upper TTO (Target Price)

1.2790

1.2710

Lower TTO (Stop Loss)

1.2730
STOP (This is our Entry)

Current Market 1.2700
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SELL STOP + TTO
Trader would like to go short below 
the current market price with a stop 
loss and target price.

Current Market: 1.2800

Entry: 1.2760

Stop Loss: 1.2790

Target: 1.2700

1.2700

Lower TTO (Target Price)

Upper TTO (Stop Loss)

1.2790

1.2760

STOP (This is our Entry)

Current Market 1.2800
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BUY STOP LIMIT + TTO

Upper TTO (Target Price)

1.2790

1.2710

Lower TTO (Stop Loss)

1.2730
STOP (This is our Entry)

Current Market 1.2700

1.2735
LIMIT (CXL Trade if not filled by)    

Trader would like to go long above 
the current market price with a stop 
loss and target price. If entry price is 
not hit, it stays pending until order is 
cancelled. 

Current Market: 1.2700

Entry (STOP PRICE): 1.2730

Entry (LIMIT PRICE): 1.2735

Stop Loss (Lower TTO): 1.2710

Target (Upper TTO): 1.2790

NOTES: Initially places a stop limit order (either a buy 
or sell), which works like a Stop Market order with 
one major exception. Once the order is activated (by 
the currency trading at or through the stop price), it 
does not become a market order. Instead, it becomes 
a limit order with a specified limit price. Your order fill 
price will be either at your specified limit price or 
better. Upon execution of the first part of the combo 
order, the system will place an opposite TTO (either a 
buy or sell). 
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SELL STOP LIMIT + TTO
Trader would like to go short below 
the current market price with a stop 
loss and target price. If entry price is 
not hit, it stays pending until order is 
cancelled. 

Current Market: 1.2800

Entry (STOP PRICE): 1.2760

Entry (LIMIT PRICE): 1.2755

Stop Loss (Upper TTO): 1.2790

Target (Lower TTO): 1.2700

1.2700

Lower TTO (Target Price)

Upper TTO (Stop Loss)

1.2790

1.2760
STOP (This is our Entry)

Current Market 1.2800

1.2755
LIMIT (CXL Trade if not filled by)

NOTES: Initially places a stop limit order (either a buy 
or sell), which works like a Stop Market order with 
one major exception. Once the order is activated (by 
the currency trading at or through the stop price), it 
does not become a market order. Instead, it becomes 
a limit order with a specified limit price. Your order fill 
price will be either at your specified limit price or 
better. Upon execution of the first part of the combo 
order, the system will place an opposite TTO (either a 
buy or sell). 
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STOP + TRAILING STOP
Trader would like to go long above 
the current market price with a 
trailing stop. 

Current Market: 1.2700

Entry: 1.2730

Stop: 15 PIP Trailing Stop

Target: Will go until trailing stop is hit 
or cancelled by trader. 

1.2731
Current Price 

Current Market 1.2700

1.2716 (NEW STOP PRICE)
15 PIP Trailing Stop

1.2730
STOP (This is our Entry)

1.2715
15 PIP Trailing Stop 

Notice PIP by PIP Trailing 
Stops!

NOTES: Ride a currency's price trend, profit from 
its movement, and limit your downside risk without 
constantly monitoring prices. Trailing stops move 
your stop price with the price of the currency and 
are server-sided, protecting you in the event you 
lose Internet connection. 

First
(Enter Trade)

Second
(Price Moves Up)
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